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SolarWinds Orion Network Performance MonitorPackt Publishing, 2013

	An essential guide for installing, implementing, and calibrating SolarWinds Orion NPM


	Overview

	
		Master wireless monitoring and the control of wireless access points
	
		Learn how to respond quickly and efficiently to network issues with SolarWinds Orion NPM.
	
		Build impressive...
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Kotlin Blueprints: A practical guide to building industry-grade web, mobile, and desktop applications in Kotlin using frameworks such as Spring Boot and Node.jsPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Get to know the building blocks of Kotlin and best practices when using quality world-class applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn to build exciting and scalable Android and web applications (both the server-side and client-side parts) with your Kotlin skills
	
			Dive into the great...
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Ajax on JavaO'Reilly, 2007
This practical guide shows you how to make your Java web applications more responsive and dynamic by incorporating new Ajaxian features, including suggestion lists, drag-and-drop, and more. Java developers can choose between many different ways of incorporating Ajax, from building JavaScript into your applications "by hand" to using...
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Even Faster Web Sites: Performance Best Practices for Web DevelopersO'Reilly, 2009
Performance is critical to the success of any web site, and yet today's web applications push browsers to their limits with increasing amounts of rich content and heavy use of Ajax. In this book, Steve Souders, web performance evangelist at Google and former Chief Performance Yahoo!, provides valuable techniques to help you optimize your site's...
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Android Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2011

	Android is hot, and many people are developing Android applications (apps for short).
	Perhaps you would also like to develop apps, but are unsure about how to get started.
	Although you could study Google’s online Android Developer’s Guide
	(http://developer.android.com/guide/index.html) to acquire the needed knowledge,
	you...
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Google Web Toolkit ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2007
Accelerate and Simplify Ajax Development with Google Web Toolkit



Get the edge you need to deliver exceptional user experiences with Google™ Web Toolkit Applications, a guidebook that provides web developers with core information and...
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Lean Enterprise Systems: Using IT for Continuous ImprovementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Learn how Lean IT can help companies deliver better customer service and value
    
 Lean Enterprise Systems effectively demonstrates how the techniques derived from Lean Manufacturing, combined with the thoughtful application of information technology, can help all enterprises improve business performance and add significant value for...
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Creating Concrete5 ThemesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create high quality concrete5 themes using practical recipes and responsive techniques to make it mobile-ready


	Overview

	
		Get to grips with the concrete5 architecture.
	
		Learn how to create a concrete5 theme.
	
		Discover how to make a theme responsive to improve it for small...
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Beginning Windows 8 Application Development (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012

	DURING ITS 27 YEARS OF LIFE, Windows has undergone several big changes. Without a doubt, both users and developers perceive a big leap from Windows 7 to Windows 8! When Microsoft began development of the newest Windows version, it totally re-imagined the operating system. Instead of patching the previous versions and just adding new or...
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Murach's JavaScript and DOM Scripting (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2009

	Want to create websites that deliver the fast response times, dynamic user interfaces, and special effects that today's users expect?


	Then this is the book for you! Whether you're just starting out in JavaScript or whether you're ready to move into DOM scripting, it gives you the skills you need. Here's how:
...
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Joomla! 3 Template EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create modern, professional templates using the template framework for Joomla! 3.x


	Overview

	
		Improve the usability of Joomla! Template Manager by installing and enabling a downloaded template, changing the logo, and adding a slogan
	
		Set up a workflow and development environment for Joomla!...
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Change Management in Transition Economies: Integrating Corporate Strategy, Structure and CulturePalgrave Macmillan, 2003
Since the breakdown of the socialist regimes in Central and Eastern Europe, with their planned economies and lack of entrepreneurial freedom, a dramatic development of free markets and competitive enterprises in an extremely turbulent economic environment has been observed. One of these countries, Poland, can be regarded as a...
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